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Local Government and Communities Committee 
 

Scottish Local Government Elections and Voting 
 

Written Submission from COSLA 
 
COSLA is pleased to provide this evidence to support the Committee’s consideration of 
the Scottish Local Government Elections and Voting.  As the national and international 
voice of Scottish local government, COSLA is committed to achieving all of the benefits of 
a strong local democracy in Scotland.   
 
Our starting point is that we fundamentally believe that people in Scotland are not 
apathetic about their lives or communities and care passionately about their areas and the 
decisions that affect them, their families, and their local services.  However, our evidence 
is that for many people, the idea of democracy feels distant from their daily lives, and that 
this is manifested in low voter turnout.   We believe that this is unacceptable and that it 
must be addressed.  
 
This short submission is intended to set out some comparisons between voter turnout and 
participation at local elections between Scotland and Europe, and highlight differences 
between the systems of local democracy in Scotland and Europe within this context.   
  
Local democracy that “works” 
 
Engagement in the formal democratic process, expressed through voting, is not the only 
expression of a healthy local democracy, but it is a significant signal.   
 
Scotland, alongside the UK, has a much greater popular tendency not to vote than our 
fellow European citizens. Turnout in local elections in Scotland has dropped to 
approximately 40%, and despite international decline, elsewhere in Europe can easily 
exceed 60%.  Electoral competition also appears to be much greater in some other 
countries, although comparisons internationally on this issue are not always entirely 
robust.  
 
Voter Turnout at Local Elections 
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Source: Adapted from “From Centre to Community” Conference, Electoral Reform 
Society, April 2014 http://www.electoral-reform.org.uk/scotland/ and Wilson and 
Game, Local Government in the United Kingdom, 2011 
 
Research evidence, such as that generated by the Eurostat data set, also suggests that 
when local democracy is regarded by citizens as important in their lives, and where 
citizens are more engaged in the political life of their local community, then those citizens 
also tend to be more engaged and active within local civic society.  In contrast, although 
there is not an absolute correlation, more centralised systems have citizens with lower 
confidence in their ability to shape outcomes through electoral or civic participation.   
 
% of Population participating in activities of political parties, trade unions, and civic 
institutions 

 
 

Source: Eurostat 2006 'Social participation' (PS110  and PS120)  

http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/statistics_explained/index.php   

 
 International Experience 
We believe that these two findings require further exploration, and we offer some 
commentary on the connection between voter turnout and Scotland’s democratic system 
in this context below.    
 
(i) The spatial scale and decentralisation of local government 
Despite some popular perceptions, in comparative terms, Scotland has a low level of 
locally elected representation. 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.electoral-reform.org.uk/scotland/
http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/statistics_explained/index.php
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Ratio of Citizens to Local Elected Members   

 
 

Source:  Adapted from Bottom and Game, Institute for Local Government Studies, 

http://paperroom.ipsa.org/papers/view/14753  
 
For its size, Scotland also has an almost uniquely low number of local governments 
covering unusually large populations and areas: 
 
Municipal Governments at the most local level 
 
Country No. Councils at 

Lowest Tier 
Population Sq km per 

council 
France 36,786 65,633,194 15 
Austria 2354 8,451,860 36 
Spain 8167 46,704,308 62 
Estonia 226 1,324,814 200 
Germany 11,252 82,020,578 32 
Italy 8092 59,685,227 37 
Norway 428 5,051,275 900 
Finland 320 5,426,674 1058 
Latvia 119 2,023,825 543 
Belgium 589 11,161,642 52 
Sweden 290 9,555,893 1552 
Netherlands 408 16,779,575 102 
Lithuania 60 2,971,905 1087 
Denmark 98 5,602,628 440 
N. Ireland 26 (15 from 

2015) 
1,823,600 532 

Wales 22 3,100,000 944 
England 353 53,493,700 369 
Scotland 32 5,295,000 2449 
EU27 89,149 501,465,000 50 

 

http://paperroom.ipsa.org/papers/view/14753
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Source: Council of European Municipalities and Regions (2013) Local and Regional 

Government in Europe  http://www.ccre.org/en/papiers/index_broch   

 
While the range of functions held by different local government systems does vary, the 
international evidence is that there is not necessarily a trade-off between these 
dimensions.  For example, the Scandinavian countries have more ‘local’ councils than 
Scotland, which have a wide range of major functionalities like Scotland, but are more 
empowered (for example, Argyll & Bute, if in Norway, would have 6 - 10 highly 
empowered local governments).    
  
(ii) Fiscal Empowerment 
Scottish local government has limited local tax capacity and a high dependency on grants 
from national government.  Internationally, the most empowered local governments can 
raise more than 50% of their own income and in many systems local government raise 
40% - 50% of total public income.  In Scotland the figure is less than 20%. Our view is that 
this is not a local, or a democratic basis for democracy and that, in line with elsewhere in 
Europe, local taxation should fund a much greater share of local income. 
 
Local Tax Revenue as % of Total Revenue for Local Governments 

 
 
Source: OECD Fiscal Decentralisation Database 
http://www.oecd.org/ctp/federalism/oecdfiscaldecentralisationdatabase.htm  
 
In many other jurisdictions, local governments can also levy a wider range of taxes, 
compared to a single property tax in Scotland.    
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.ccre.org/en/papiers/index_broch
http://www.oecd.org/ctp/federalism/oecdfiscaldecentralisationdatabase.htm
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Tax sources as a percent of total local tax revenues 

 
 
Source: OECD Revenue Statistics 1965-2009, http://www.oecd.org/ctp/tax-policy/ 
 
In international terms this relatively weak say over how money is raised or spend locally is 
unusual given that balancing tax and spend decisions is a major driver of voting.   Our aim 
is not to promote more, or less, taxation and spending: more simply, ensuring that 
decisions about these issues are made locally would almost certainly give people a 
compelling reason to vote.   
  
Implications for Voter Turnout and Participation 
 
Taken together, the implications seem significant:  
 
 Local democracy in Scotland is comparatively large scale rather than local, depowered 

rather than empowered, and uniform rather than flexible to the needs and aspirations 
of communities.  

 A long-term trend in Scotland and the UK has reduced the number of local democratic 
institutions, increased their scale and reduced their powers and functions.    

 This trend has led to a “centralist” mind set which tends to hang on to powers and 
resources rather than use them to empower individuals and communities to shape 
place and outcomes in the way they want.    

 
This, we believe, is in turn directly relevant to voter turnout and wider participation in local 
democracy:  
 
 There has been a loss of trust, confidence and participation in democracy. It is 

particularly concerning that the most disadvantaged communities that need the most 
representation often participate the least. 
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 Scotland’s current system of government struggles to engage with the diversity of 
Scotland’s communities because it is conventionally geared towards uniformity and 
standardisation rather than the diversity of our communities. 

 Genuinely strong local democracy requires many voices.  There is a need to explore 
and strengthen the link between representation and participation within this context.  
Participation and representation are not different standards of democracy to compete 
with one another in this.  Scotland’s approach must therefore evolve so that both can 
prosper and fulfil their parts.   

  
In simple terms, we believe that this position contributes to a sense that communities are 
spectators rather than full participants in their democracy. With little influence over what 
happens and how it is paid for, it may be little wonder that many people are not inclined to 
take part in democracy and vote locally.    
 
It is also vitally important to highlight that strengthening local democracy to give people 
back a reason to vote locally is not just about making Scotland’s democracy stronger, vital 
as that is. The 50-year trend towards big government and big local government has not 
tackled the biggest social problems we face as a country, and inequalities still hold back 
many communities.  If we are to turn these inequalities around, we therefore need to take 
a more local approach which is focused on different local priorities and circumstances.    
   
Nevertheless, we also acknowledge that most people in Scotland have only ever 
experienced our current kind of democracy, and that we are driven by the culture and 
values that we are used to.  While the Committee will be able to identify ways to improve 
voter participation and turnout for the short term, our plea is to think ambitiously in terms 
of the wider scale of change that is possible, and which could see fundamental and long 
term improvement.    
   
Local accountability for public services  
 
The final dimension to voter turnout that we consider it important to explore is the fact that 
many locally delivered public services in Scotland are not locally democratic at all, and 
cover very large areas and populations too.  The local public service landscape includes 
locally elected councils, but also a plethora of public corporations, agencies and quangos 
that are ultimately accountable to Scottish Government rather than local communities.  
 
That not only limits subsidiarity, but it also undermines the ability of local voters to 
influence these.  Our sense it that many people have little idea about who is 
democratically accountable for the services they experience. This combination of scaled 
up public authorities and fragmented accountabilities is both bad for local democracy and 
bad for joining up services to meet the needs of individuals and communities.   
 
A simple more transparent governance of local services is needed which gives 
communities a democratic say over all of the local public services they receive.  “Whole 
system” approaches to public service reform are therefore required not simply to improve 
the efficiency and effectiveness of public services, but to improve our democratic health 
and participation too.   After all, it is at the local level, in the places where people live, that 
people have most contact with services and most opportunity and motivation to share in 
their governance.  
 
 


